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Number of 

Response(s)

Response 

Ratio

Roosevelt 8 <1%

East 140 16.9%

Guilford 223 26.9%

Jefferson 260 31.4%

Auburn 196 23.7%

No Responses 0 0.0%

Total 827 100%

Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 

option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 

selecting the option. Unsatisfactory

Below 

Average Average

Above 

Average Excellent

4 17 153 175 477

0% 2% 19% 21% 58%

13 64 295 248 200

2% 8% 36% 30% 24%

13 35 185 247 340

2% 4% 23% 30% 41%

16 34 159 251 357

2% 4% 19% 31% 44%

3. Which of the following statements best describes 

your experience at the Academy Expo? 

Number of 

Response(s)

Response 

Ratio

I had an idea which Academy/Career Path I was most 355 42.9%

I thought I knew which Academy/Career Path I was most 136 16.4%

I had no idea which Academy/Career Path I was most 121 14.6%

I thought I knew which Academy/Career Path interested 116 14.0%

I am still undecided as to which Academy/Career Path 85 10.2%

No Responses 14 1.6%

Total 827 100%

Number of 

Response(s)

Response 

Ratio

0 14 1.6%

1-2 76 9.1%

3-4 280 33.8%

2. For each of the questions below, please use the following rating system. 

4. How many new careers did you learn about at the Academy Expo? 

Did you feel comfortable and safe during the Expo?

Did you feel prepared for the Academy Expo experience?

Please rate your overall Academy Expo experience.

How did you like interacting with the people at the booths?

1. Which high school do you attend? 



5-6 184 22.2%

6 or more 269 32.5%

No Responses 4 <1%

Total 827 100%

Number of 

Response(s)

Response 

Ratio

Not enough 198 23.9%

Just right 505 61.0%

Too much 100 12.0%

No Responses 24 2.9%

Total 827 100%

Number of 

Response(s)

Response 

Ratio

Yes 710 85.8%

No 110 13.3%

No Responses 7 <1%

Total 827 100%

314 Comment(s) See below

Number of 

Response(s)

Response 

Ratio

Yes (name the career) 331 40.0%

No 486 58.7%

No Responses 10 1.2%

Total 827 100%

366 Comment(s) See below

787 Response(s) See below

781 Response(s)  See below

5. Please choose an answer that best describes the amount of time spent at each booth:

6. If you had more time would you have liked to visit more booths? 

7. Was there a career that you wanted to visit but it wasn't at the Academy Expo? 

8. What did you like most about the Academy Expo? 

9. What should be different at next year's Expo? 
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6. If you had more time would you have liked to visit more booths?  - Comments

Answer

i had visited all the ideal booths for my ideal career path

They all were cool to go to, I wished I had more time but I made the best of it!

I had to really look for something because the were only 2 booths that involved my ideal career as well as my 

Yes because some of them was fun and I learned a lot of things.

There needs to be more options other than just science.

There was not enough time for me to get a variety of careers in each academy

I feel that having to stay at each booth for the time period was too much. I believe you should have been able to 

go from booth to booth at free will.

Maybe

It was crowded, and several of the booths didn't pay attention and outright ignored certain students visiting their 

booths, with adults just going on their phones and avoiding eye contact. In one booth, for rock climbing,despite 

the fact that I had been waiting much longer, they let students who arrived later use the wall before me, with little 

In the time in which we were supposed to be visiting one booth, I could have visited 4 booths and still had a 

fulfilling experience.

i would because i would i have known more of the options or more about the careers i know about.

To expand my herising.

i wanted to visit all the booths

i loved it

Some booths we did not have enough time to go to, especially at the beginning when we were late.

Maybe I would have enjoyed myself if I visited more interesting booths

I would not have visited as many booths in one academy, but more in another

No really because none of them were in my field of interest

I wanted to visit the army one but the girls in the booth before wouldn't stop talking

Specifically Because I Missed All Of The Good Booths For Stuff I Was Interested In. I Couldn't See Too Many 

Signs So I Couldn't Really Choose What Seemed Interesting.

I would have like to go to more booths rather than just 2

Yes i would want to visit more booths because the career that i really wanted to go to i couldn't because of the 

short periods of time we had.

I would have liked to have visited more medical paths

yes because i think if we had more time everyone could had went to every booth and learn more and have better 

ideas about our path way and or academy

loved talking to people and got to interact with new people

i still didn't get to see the other booths

i learned enough from the time we had

I wouldâ€™ve have liked to visit more of the HS part of the expo

Thereverything were some stations that were very pact not allowing me to see them

I would liked to have been able to see more booths and explore different careers.

I only wanted to stay in HS. The others were boring and didnÂ´t interest me.

At the end it just got stupid all that stupid facts had nothing to do with decisions

I looked at all the booth exact one booth

I think that the event was quite fun but i think that shorter intervals would be better than the long ones that we 



I felt like i was being rushed and i did get to go to alot of booths and missed alot of careers.

It would've been too much time.

It would have made my decision for a career harder to choose.

I would like to learn more about other careers.

i had a lot of fun getting to know more about so many different jobs and i would love to back very soon

I would've liked to visit more booths because there were many more interesting booths that I did not have time to 

yes I would if we had more time.

I like to go to each booth and learn more infomation about different career paths.

I would have liked to visit more booths because I didn't get to see everything I wanted

i wanted to visit more booths in each academy but we only had time to do 2.

more medical stuff

I would like to visit the nursing area longer.

I felt like we barley got to see much because i wished to have seen more booths and see more carers.

i would like to go to other booths to learn more information about the academy's.

Yes, because they all seemed interested but i only  got to ones i seemed more interested in .

only went to one booth in each rotachtion

Yes I would because I can get new ideas on things that I would understand on what I would like to be when I grow 

yes and no because it got boring after the first booth then the last one i like it.

I would love more health booths because I need a little more information about midwifes and I would appreciate 

all of that thank you there much

I enjoyed many of the booths that I already visited but much more of them looked even more interesting so I 

probably would have enjoyed them even more.

In some of the academies, there were multiple booths I wish I could have visited, but the time allotted for only 2 

complete booth visits.

i wish we could have had more time in each academy

I think they should have let us go to multiple booths rather than make us stay at one booth every 11 minutes. I did 

not get to visit hardly any booths.

i would go back and fist the police swat car

I would have liked that, but it would've been for fun. I feel like a got enough information as is.

because i missed on some of the main booths that i wanted to do

Well I think i learned enough of what i needed to learn it was good i learned new things yesterday so I think it was 

enough time so I didn't need extra time.

More time would have given me the chance to look at more options and maybe it would have changed my 

number one option

I visited all the booths I thought were interesting

Because I could have seen a lot more booths and more careers to see.

I loved all the booths when I went to at the Expo yesterday. I wish I could be there for longer it was very funny and 

interesting.

I wish we could have visit more booth. I seen other things i liked but did not have enough time to see it all.For a 

better experience it should have been enough time to visits every booth.

i would spend more in hps there was a lot of jobs

They were making us hurry up when we were barely seeing a new booth, I wanted to learn about the stuff in 

certain booths, but they were rushing us

i enjoyed not only learning about what i was interested in but what i could go into as well.

Yes I wish that I could have gone to more than two booths at each academy

i think that the wielding booth was cool cause he was showing you what you do when your in that career.

I would have liked to visit more HS academy booths because everything that is in that range is what i want to do 

when i become a grown woman.

so that I could learn more about the careers that i'm still interested in

i needed to visit all the booths i picked but there was no to much time on one booth it should of been like 5 

minutes in each booth so it would be more exploring in one section

The police



yes because i think that i would give me more careers to think about if plan A doesn't work or if plan B doesnt 

work out either.

Because I can learn more

I really liked visiting all the booths I wanted but with more time I could have visited some more that I didn't know 

were so interesting before.

They needed only a certain amount of people at a booth so people were actually getting involved in the activity.

maybe we should have been able to go to maybe 1 or 2 more boths

yes because there was so much more that I wanted to look at but I didn't have the time

the booths were genuinely interesting

because the us army booth was the best one and id like to do that one day and ask more questions, i liked that 

booth the most because he gave us a demonstration of what its like to save someone from a bad situation.

They will be talking about something good and we have to switch.

There were so many interesting booths that i would've loved to learn about besides the ones that i went to.

it was fun and intresting

it super lame they wanted us to dress up but the workers did not even dress nice they looked like something not 

pleasent EXTRA LAME

Yes because I would be able to learn more about every single booth

i really spend time at an academy that i didnt want to be in but i had to i would have really preffered going to an 

academy that im really interested in instead of having to stay in an academy i have 0 interest in

I feel like if we would of been able to go to more booths people would get a better idea of what they want to be. 

like it was nice going to 2 booths but it'd be better to go to like 2 more and really get a feeling about what that 

certain academy is about.

I feel like i learned plenty of information from each booth

Yes, because there are so many careers to explore but not enough time to look at most of the options.

if we had more time i would definitely checked out more booths

There were many fun booths, but we had to stay at one booth then move to the next acedemy

more booths

There were plenty of other booths I would have liked to visit from each academy instead of just 2.

They only has enough time for like only three booths.

it was enough time for the booth in which you're in just not enough time to experience all the wanted booths.

I visited every booth I wanted to visit and more.

I would have liked to visit more booths that had to do with architecture and interior design. I know that's what I 

was to be but I would like to get more feedback from other companies to learn more and see my options and 

where i would like to be placed for a location. I would have liked to do more hands on activities with the interior 

I saw a lot of booths that I would've wanted to look at but I knew I wouldn't have had much time.

Some of the booths that I visited were very interesting, and I felt like I didn't have enough time to really learn 

Yes because there where more booths in the back of the academy's that seem interesting but i didnt get to go 

cause we only had a amount of time to see only about two to three.

because,it what a lot of fun

I wanted more time in the emmit academy

if we could change groups 3 time in each acadamy

some people did not even explain it because there was too little time

Some booths were just too packed and it was sad because I was actually really looking forward to those booths.

For more stuff to get

please make the expo longer

I wish that we had more time to be there because I found the expo really interesting. It wasn't enough time to get 

around all the booths.I was willing to be able to talk to the professional more than 11 minutes.

it was boring

i hope the next time you get more time at your booths.

yes because there were very intresting and i found about new jobs and life careers i could do. and also there were 

alot of booths i dint go to many of the other booths because they looked boring but afterwords, people said they 

because i wanted to ask more questions. and look more into it.



i want to learn more about emitt

I like one academy more then another (HS)so I wished I had more time there,but i felt like I had enough time to 

visit most of the booths I wanted.

But only in the medical field.

I saw most of the booths, very nice timing.

The booths were really fun , but some were a little boring to be honest

Police department

i thought we needed more time for other places

I got enough time to visit all the booths I wanted to visit

i wouldve wanted to have went to many more booths because there was a lot i wanted to visit but didnt have time 

The Police one, and the young children's education.

I wanted to go to the Nurse and Medical Assistant but I didn't have time to go to those sadly.

I would have because that would have allowed me to learn about more careers and would have made me think 

about my career path a little bit more.

yes, I would like to visit more booths and learn more about them.

It was very fun and interesting.

i feel if i had more time i would have learned more about each career

Yes because i don't think there was enough time to get the each booth

so i could have more choices in case the one i wanna do doesn't work out.

TO find more careers that are interesting in and have more options to have more ideas.

I would have been able to see more booths and understand them

Even though I thought the timing in each booth was just right, i wanted to see much more examples of more 

my answer is  a maybe just because some of the academy's are boring for people so maybe just give less time 

for the less intresting ones.

because most of the booths didnt exicit me of or didint pull me to thier station

i would have visted many other booths if there were less time for each booth.

yes because they looked cool

yes because i thought it was interesting

No because there wasn't alot of booths that I found intresting to look at.

Yes I would want to visit more booths in some academies like in the HS academy there was a booth that my 

teacher told me that they had paid internship and I had questions for them but never got to actually meet them.

I really liked the presentations that the booths had. I wanted to visit more of the HS booths. some of the welding 

booths too.

I would have liked to visit all the hands-on booths.

I would have liked to visit more booths to get more of an idea of what each academy has to offer to get an idea of 

what I want as a career when I am older.

The discovery museum booth was very interesting and I would like to have spend a little more time attending that 

i personally wish i had, had more time in the HS academy because i am interested in the health field but still not 

sure which type of specific career to choose.

I would have liked to visit the Discovery museum, i heard they has liquid nitrogen. I would have also liked to visit 

more HS booths.

they should put like what actual doctors do not as many nurses but like doctors

Too many people at one booth made it hard to listen to the speaker and write done informations.

I would have liked to stay longer at graphic design but the bell rang so i had to leave

and would like to change booth more often if you dont like it

If i had more time i would have liked to visit more booths that might have caught my attention while walking to the 

next academy and i would have learned more about it.

I saw the booth i was interested in the most.Which it was nursing babies.

I dont know but i wanted to see some more booths.

the rock climbing booth, the graphic design booth, and a lot more.

If I had more time at the Expo, I would like to see more and learn at the booth.



I feel we spend a little to much time at a booth it would be better to have more time to look at more booth the 

expand our idea of a career we want to have.

I would really have wanted to go to the carpenters booth, because thats what im looking in to doing for my career 

but it was very crowed over there so i couldn't make it to that.

i wouldnt have because everything i liked i visited

No

I would have loved to visit more booths and get a bigger idea of what to do and what not to do in the future.

Most of the booths looked really fun

it would let me to look at new booths to learn about new careers or learn something new to give me an idea or 

choices for the future

i would like to visit every booth if possible

Say no more

There was a lot of good booths there I wanted to go to a lot more

i enjoy all the times i had at each booth.I was able to learn new things at each different booth that i never 

expected to know. it was an amazing time.

yes because i would like to learn about more and new booths.

yes i would

Yeah the premature babies booth that mercy health brought that was very interesting.

I think I know enough.

Some of the booths were interesting and I wish I had more time to experience a few more booths that I never 

heard of or was curious about.

I loved the Expo. But I didn't have enough time to go to other booths I desired too.

I would i have more time to ask more questions that i would like.

Yes because i would've liked to learn about more carrers

Three hours it kind of took a very long time I think they needed better jobs

The veterinary booth

I wanted to be able to explore the different jobs I wanted to look at but only being able to go to just two really 

limited me on the things that I wanted to go check out.

Yes, especially the ones that had to do with the HS Academy.

I'm not sure

I would've arrived to more booths if I had more time. The booths had a bunch of interactive activities that were 

I wasn't at the expo.

Yes I believe that we should of had been able to visit at least half of the Boots instead of like. 6/7

yes to see what jobs their are also what they half to offer.

to learn more about the jobs and how it like

I would've liked to see & hear more about being a doctor, nurse & dentist.

almost everyone i talked to rambled on, thinkng that i understood but in reality i had no idea what they were 

saying so i only understood part of what everyone was saying

All of the booths are very interesting.

Yes I would like to visit more booths

I would've visited more booths that looked interesting.

I would of liked to visit more booths in emmit.

I didnt get to go to a lot of booths and I wanted to visit more but because of the shortish of time I wasnt able to.

the welding booth

11 minutes was not enough.

They were all very informational and cool to learn about.

I would because I have had looked at more booths.

i wish i had more time for more or the same booths

i want to visit all the booths!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

The only booths that i would visit more is the Army and police booths because i learned alot.

yes,because some booths looked interesting and i didn't get to go because we had a little bit of time in the expo.

I was ready to leave



Because they where fun

no comment bro

Was very helpful I learned alot about some jobs i was thing about

Wish we could have just walked around with are group from the morning at school.

In my opinion,it should've extended to at least 15 and only like a minute of passing time.

I saw that there was some booth numbers missing and that kind of upset me. Also we had to much time to go find 

a booth. Some of the people didn't really talk much.

I WAS ONLY INTERESTED IN A FEW

IF WE HAD A LITTLE MORE TIME I WOULD HAVE BEEN ABLE TO SEE AND LEAR ABOUT NEW JOBS 

THAT ARE IN THE WORLD.

I FELT THE TIME WAS TOO SHORT

I WOULD HAVE WANTED TO VISIT MORE AND LEARN ABOUT MORE JOBS AND WHAT THEY TALKED 

I WOULD HAVE LIKED MORE TIME BECAUSE I WOULD LIKE TO HEAR WHAT THE WORKERS DO MOST 

OF THE TIME AND I WOULD HAVE LIKE TO TRY MOST OF THE OTHER ACTIVITIES.

i would like to visit the expo for more information about the careers i looked at.

to able to understand each booth

It was fun learning new things. I went back and told my dad the stuff I did.

I wanted to visit some other booths that seem interesting to me but I didn't have enough time for each booth that I 

wanted to go interview.

I saw my uncle lmao it was lit but lame

Yes, because then I could learn more about the different jobs and know what you need in order to get into that 

type of career.

I would visit more booths that have things that I would've been interested in like the booths in the HS academy

It was fun but it was very crowded and musty but it was very fun with the elctricians it was my favoriet booth.

yes,I feel like the info was very helpful

yes, because there was alot of interesting booths that I would have liked to visit.

They should let visit more booths

There were other booths that I would have liked to visit, but there was no time. And sometimes we spend time in 

academies we don't want to learn about. We should be able to wander around instead of staying in one academy 

in a period of time.

I could've learned more and probably have more options for a career. I liked mostly the booths about health and 

science because they were very interesting.

I wish that we had more time to visit other booths in the academy we liked the best, because if you were not 

interested in some academies it could get boring at times.

I think that there were so many more booths that could have been fun to visit. A lot of the booths seemed really 

informative and I think I could've gotten even more out of the expo if I could've visited more booths.

i think i visited just the right amount of booths.

The booth people honestly had their speech down to a key where we spent less time listening to what they said 

ad more time bored waiting for the next rotation.

2 booths per academy is not enough

i feel like if we were given more time we would be running around doing nothing that would have educated us 

I felt that we had too much time.

I had very little time to visit all the booths.

The Expo was fun but it was too long, causing the booth members to just think of things to say. They didn't really 

convince me to want to do the provided job.

There were a lot of booths to go to that I was really interested in but not able to go to them.

I would like more time I guess to go to every booth so i can really see what career I want to go to.

Yes because if was fun and interesting i learned a lot about other people and other jobs.

I would want to visit the symphony orchestra booth bc it was full of people when i first went.

the time was ok but sometimes the people at the booths were really crowded that we needed to go t6o a different 

one and sometimes we couldn't go back to that booth.

i would of liked to visit more to experience what they do



Some both lines were so long that i didn't get to check out some of the other booths so I had to go to other booths 

I would like to visit more booths that educate me on the job choices

I wanted to learn a little more about some booths but I didn't have enough time to do all of the things i wanted.

Yes so i could learn more about the HS academy

Yes i wanted more time and didn't finish at each both

yeah because i was very in to the hps but i didnt have enough time to look at the whole thing.

i would have probably would have visited the fire fighter booth

No because i already knew which career path i wanted and was interested in

I would have liked more time to visit more than two booths. I wanted to see some booths but they had too many 

people so maybe if we would have had more time I would have been able to visit them.

Having more time would have benifited both sides because the the students could see more booths and the 

presenters didnt have to have a long speech

The presenters were done before time was up and I had to wait until the time was up which was annoying

I would have also liked to be able to visit more booths in the academy that I am most interested in instead of 

having a limited amount of time in each.

Yes, the time at each booth should also de reduced, instead of 11 minutes at a booth, it should be like 5. I found 

that most booths were done presenting in the first 3 minutes, so students had to wait for another 8 minutes.

I wish I would have had more time to visit booths in the HS academy

i didn't like that we couldn't go to another booth once the person had already finished and that we just had to stay 

there on till the time was over.

i would only visit more academies in the BAMITT just because i already know what i want to be.

There were a ton of booths that peaked my interest, but I did not get to see them as we only went to 2 booths in 

that Academy.

Yes because after going through and looking at all four booths I realized that some things that I thought I wouldn't 

like actually turned out to be things I did enjoyed. I wanted to learn more about the careers and see what else is 

out there. Exop helped a lot.

I would have liked to stay in the HS academy more because that is the academy i am interested in going into. all 

the other academys bored me

people at the booths where very unprepared and it almost felt like a waste of time to be just standing stairing at 

each other becuase they ran out of stuff to say

I felt as though some of the people at the booths did not appreciate each schoolÂ´s presence. Some booths went 

way too quick and I ended up finding other booths to go to. Other booths lasted until the time was up and I felt like 

I did not acquire enough information for that career.

I was only interested in the HP and HPS academy and i wanted to go some more booths that looked interesting, 

but we had to move on to a new academy and look at booths i was not interested in.

We had to much time when they said we had 15 minutes in each booth when each one only took like 5 minutes.

I would like to visit more booths in the HS Academy

There were so many more booths I wanted to attend but we could only see two per academies

I really liked the Expo, but I wish there was more time to visit the booths I chose.

I want to go again next year

The HS booths and EMITT

It was a great experience, I think that I have a good idea what I'm actually going to be. I honestly thought that it 

was going to be kind of boring but it was actually pretty interesting

I want to go again next year

I would like to visit again

I should have visited more booths if they should of had them available.

There was a time limit so I didn't get a chance to see all the ones I enjoyed

Yes especially in the HS Academy there was so many booths I wanted to visit but I could only visit two

The Expo was amazing I hope we do it again next year

There were more careers I would have liked to learn about but time restrictions did not allow.

Sometimes it felt as though too much time was given at the booths

It was fun but really need more time



The people were nice

Education training 

Physical therapy

I would have liked to do the education/training

There were so many more things I wanted to look at

Some needed more time while others were too long. Some were too short

Would've liked to visit others.

Army, firefighter

More HS booths

Fun

I really like the careers that you can choose from

I love HS it fits me.

I would because it was fun asking about careers. I love everything of the expo.

More nursing booths

I didn't find many very interesting

There were so many more things to look at

I would go back to the booth where they made metal with designs.  Another one is, I'll go to the booth with all the 

cars-because they were cool.

Got to learn more about Academies with time

The Expo field trip was very interesting and fun

This field trip was a great opportunity. It gave so many ideas for careers

I would have gone to the health care professionals booth and went to the vet technician booth

unorganized

It was fun

N/A

I had a great time and good ideas on my career. Everything was explained perfectly and I have been told much 

that is important.

Some booths needed more time but others had too much

It was a great experience and I got a better idea of what I want to do.

Yes, want to know more

I don't know which ones but yes

Friendly people, very helpful, unique and cool atmosphere. I liked it

I didn't get to visit some booths I wanted to see

nice

Cool

I would have wanted to spend a lot more minutes like (like 460,000) minutes only in EMITT

7. Was there a career that you wanted to visit but it wasn't at the Academy Expo?  - Comments

Answer

anything about propulsion design

But at the theater all the kids where talking to the person and we never got to talk about theater.

Video editor

Surgical Technologist

Lawyer

lawyer

Cosmologist

More of a surgical career.

Chemical engineering

Physical therapy

Acting in film

Psychologist

A person who works in a nursing home



Computer assembly and design.

Dance Choreography

Forensic Science

Nueroscience

A vet, just in general  anything related with animals were not there.

artist

I'm not very sure.

Physicist

Entrepreneurship

Opthamalolgy/optometry. Many nursing and doctorate booths but none that had much to do with either of those.

Animation or storyboarding

Aviation Engineering

Pathology

Psychology

Makeup artist

the navy im going to become a navy seal thats why i need more info on the navy.

pro dancer

I Saw A Performing Arts Booth But I Would Have Rathered To Have A Booth For Each Art.

Marine biology, nuerology, artists like traditional artists, and medical illustrators

Photography

Theater but I didn't get to come to it

archaeology

Surgery

Butchery, Biology, and computer programming.

A surgeon or a veterinarian.

Oncology or surgery

Photography and a computer designer

Astrophysics

I Visted All The Ones I Wanted To, It Was Very Helpful & Fun

I was looking for a career in Dance/Choreography but that wasn't an option that I could see.

I wanted to visit the nursing booth

dermatology

Any Job in the justice system

Programming.

child develoment

im saying yes but there may be a possibility that i just didn't get to it

Yes NBA

Politics-political scientist, or politician 

Stock broker

Vet or animal services. There might have been some there but I didn't see anything.

The one booth that i was at i didn't realize that it was almost time to leave so i didn't have a chance to go to the 

one i wanted to go to.

Athletic booth

i wish the there were a booth for culinary and chefs but they didn't have that there.

medical field and HS i think

studio arts

The career i wanted to see and wasn't there was a teacher booth.

I looked for Therapist and/or Sycoligist but I wasn't able to find them

Photography,

Movie/TV direction

An Architect / Architecture

No the career i wanted to learn and know about was there.



automobile engineering 

construction

Any type of surgeon, or a doctor. Everything there was based on nursing.

I wanted to get to know a booth about media or with music to help me understand how to be in the music 

business some day.

choreographer, and also singers

I wanted to look at Architecture but did not have enough time to have a close look.

Journalism( In a way)

photography

Aerospace engineer

I was hoping that a Computer Programmer booth would've been there.

car mechanic shop

I think it was there just i missed it I didn't go to it because I couldn't find it so well it was good.

Engineering

cardiology

Construction/demolition

I want to be an herbalist.

i seen some engineer but i did not see the engineering career i wanted.

vetnarian

lawer maybe i didn't see it

Recording Engineer

medical assistant, paramedic

Animator

i heard that there was a art museum booth but it wasn't there so i kind of felt a little let down.

muscician

physical therapy

MAccaanicccc

Careers that involved animals and music , i didnt see anything of that but i heard the other schools did.

Everything was there that i wanted to see actually.

i think the cars r us was not there i wanted to work on cars.

A culinary arts.

singing industry

HS

Therapist

CNA booth

Hair and manegment

singing industry

radio station

art, such as looking into being an artist or an art teacher.

Civil Engineering, I saw electrical engineers, mechanical, software, but no civil.

Nursing and being in the beauty industry

I didn't see anything related to real estate which was the career that I origionally wanted to go into

veterinarian

the navy seals

I wanted to see something about photography and social workers.

nba

dont quite know the  name but it was involving doctors

athlete/football player

u.s marines

Physician  

Pediatricians

In The Ambulance



Detective

Veterinarian

Vet

i feel like i didn't get to find some of the careers i was looking for because of the time and how busy everything 

A career that I would have liked to visit would be a veterinarian booth.

Drafting

There was no booth that focused on sports. Like Soccer and Football

A counselor or therapist.

Marine Biologist, Astronomist, etc.

The career name i don't recall but it was Bamit booth 402

Careers that focus on nature like geologist/paleontologist

physicology

I wanted to see a sports section but I didn't. I really only want to do one thing and that is hair and I was really 

excited to see that booth there. I wasn't expecting to see it because it wasn't in the handbook.

Robotics Engineer

I was disappointed when I didn't see anything about musicians.

art and music.

Yes, i wanted to see the vets but they did not have one

Veteran

maybe i did not see it but a chef part

a baker, a singer, and a chef

Video Game developer,Artist or Animator (computer or traditional). There was a mobile app developer but I didn't 

think those were the same.

youtube  

esports 

gaming career  

zoo keeper 

teaching

yes about acting/singing

acting

music booths

Architact

Genetic careers were lacking and was severely disappointing.

I would have liked to see more fine arts exhibits.

No

Army

CSI

symphony orchestra

I wanted to hear about how it was to have your own business

about becoming a pro athlete

The career i wanted to visit was clothes designing but it was not there.

Computer Science and Coding

mariane bioloilgist

Animatronics Engineering

Nurse, and Medical Assistant.

Police

Doctors but they only had nurses

Heavy machine operator

Software Engineer

There was nobody in the art, writing, or coding.

SportsClips wasn't at the Expo.

like computer work



photography

because i had my mind set on what i wanted to see

sers tecnison

Sales person

No because I didn't have a specfic carreer I wanted to see

Psychology? Fine Arts?

Careers that deal with helping the community like volunteering and others that deal with animals and taking care 

photography, social services, dcfs, etc.

There were a lot of medical booths that I had wanted to visit.

Architect

There wasn't a veterinarian booth or anything that involves taking care of animals.

I actually wanted to see a booth with lawyers since becoming a lawyer is one of the things i'd like to become.

i wanted to see the doctor's who work in the ER , i didn't see that booth .

They had the Burpee museum booth but i was looking forward to more animal related booths, like a local 

veterinary clinic or even the Field museum from Chicago.

doctor

I seen all the jobs i expected and wanted to see

an artist

Graphic Design and Performing arts and art

I didn't see a booth about park ranger. Some students love nature and would love to spend time outside as a 

I really wish the sheet metal career was there because my dad does that and he tells me a lot of cool things about 

it so I would have liked to visited it.

the biggest career that i wish was there was any branches of the army other than they had the army but it was the 

paramedics positions

Aerospace engineer. 

(Spaceship maker)

A health pilot

I didn't see Pediatric nurse

I don't know

I've seen things like electricians they were connecting things until the light turned on.

educators of beauty

Game Designer

A cardo surgen

the career that wasn't there was photography

I really wanted to visit one that included video games or producing a video, but sadly they didn't show it.

All careers I was interested in was there and more.

The veterinary booth

professional athlete

Graphic Design

Oncology doctors

i would have liked to be on 13 WREX.

I saw every career I wanted to visit and learn more information about.

I wasn't at the expo.

Coast guard

flight attendent and photography

engineering and designing because it looks pretty cool designing your own things

chyology

it is a carpenter

specific doctors or more specific

Creative Writing

video game designing

City of rockford legal



Brain Surgeon

This one booth was kind of the one i was looking for it was called tooling and mechanicing.

veterinarian was the career I wanted to visit.

surgeon

art

No the career i wanted was included in the AG program so it they were all presented.

Aerospace engineer

game designe

i not find a construction job or an orthopedic surgon

I was really looking for an baking or cooking career.

I saw the careers that I thought of doing.

heavy machine operator

YouTuber and Musical Jobs

cook or chef

I was hoping to visit a sports management stand

Doctor

Pediatrics

Coroner,Biochemist

i didn't really know what a academy was at first

Ever thing i wanted to see was there was very helpful and liked it alot

vet

Mercy health nursing it was my favorite booth at the Expo.

car mechanic shop

I really wanted to visit a surgeon and pediatrician booth.

prostatot

THE EXPO HAD EVERYTHING THAT I COULD THINK OF AND THATS WHAT I WAS HOPING FOR SO 

YEA,THAT REALLY WAS NICE TO HAVE ALL THOSE JOB CHANCES.

I SAW ALL THE JOBS THAT I WANTED TO SEE

EMITT

environmental science

I don't think I seen it

Pediatric Oncology Nurse

accountant

brain surgeon

Well it was more of a kinda there. They didn't have what I was looking for but they had it close to it which was 

good enough for me.

A career in the world of fashion. Because the academy of bamit wasn't really big like the other ones. It felt really 

unfair because alot  of people rely on art as their career but sadly there wasn't alot of art incorporated.

I seen every booth that i was interested in seeing.

biomedical engineer

marines

Actor. There was performing arts and theatre but that doesn't really count. I want to see what an on-stage actor 

All the careers I wanted to see were at the Expo especially medical health.

I wish that there were more options to visit in the nurse/HS academy. They had "nurses", but I would have liked to 

see more choices for specific nursing jobs.

I thought it would've been cool to see some sort of culinary arts booth, or at least something along those lines.

Nurse practitioner

Specific doctors

People that worked with the environment. More science careers.

video editor

an orthopedic suregon

rps205 schools booth



I found all the things I was interested in.

attorney

sports medicine

It was criminology. If it was there, I didn't see it because the booth members kind of didn't know what to say.

911 dispatcher

I wanted to see tech theatre stuff but they didn't have it. Either they didn't have video game stuff.

Sunstran

i wanna be a vet but i probably missed it but id didnt find anything but a farm lady.

prostatot and pornstar

There was no career I really wanted to see

Yes a both for Vets.

i wanted to visit a doctor but that booth wasn't there  so i had to go to a registered nurse and a nurse that takes 

care of the babies once their born.

Diesel mechanic and farm equipment technician

marines

police officer

a basketball player

professinal athlete / basketball

zoology they did not have a booth for the path way

Software Development 

Stock Markets 

OB/GYN

corperate lawyer

Orthopedics

I wanted to see different kinds of doctors in the HS section, especially pediatricians, orthodontists, and 

optometrists. The selection was very limited, there were mostly nurses present.

The career I wanted was there which made choosing my future career much easier, because I knew more 

i wanted to know more about a Doctor.

I would have liked to see a meteorologist or a philosopher or maybe a zoologist

fashion designer, money manager, investment banker

All the careers I wanted to visit were there, so this did not worry me.

Everything was pretty much there.

neonatal

Just normal Art should be there. If anyone could hire a freelance artist to take off time of their work and talk at the 

Expo, my experience would have been better. I did not like how most of the careers were not there and just left 

out with no attendance. What if someone were to steal something from that booth? Can someone at least clean 

up the booth? This was very questionable and shows poor responsibility in the management of the expo.

marine biologist

Baking

A travel nurse or plastic surgeon assistant

I didn't know a lot if jobs to go into

Engineer

Best day ever!!

Fashion Designer

Translator

Veterinarian

Fashion designer 

Interior designer and decorator

Veterinarian

Winnebago County Rockford Police

Athletic trainer I got to experience more about it

A Vet



Archaeologist

Marine Life

Author/Publisher

Federal Agent

Truck driver

Veterinarian

I wanted to see game creating

Veteranarian- this is the career I want to explore. I was a bit upset that I wasn't able to.

I was really interested in seeing a chef booth. Or something similar to it.  It would've been nice to get more info 

More farming

Athletic

Videogaming

Photography

Surgeon

Like coaches (hitting/pitching/catching)

None

IDK if you guys had it, but detective/investigative careers.

Criminal investigator

Paleontologist

Food (chef)

It was a doctor

Electrical Engineer

Photography and learning to become a vet

Vet

It was dental, either they had it there or I just couldn't seem to find it.

I wanted to go to many different careers

Plastic Surgeon

Child worker 

Nurse 

Child resperatory

Something with mentally ill

Beauty and wellness

Psychiatrist

I want see a art draw paint

black truck

I'm not see doctor

Computer animation

Mostly every career was there

I want to be

International Guide

History Teacher

Quantum design

Vet like with animals because I always wanted to work with animals.

You Tube

N/A

Singer 

Psychiatrist

Lucette Salon and spa

surgeon 

cardiologist

Speech language pathologist

Game development



Rockford symphony orchestra

chef

Pharmacy

culinary

Therapy for mental illnesses. 

Divorce counselor/marriage counselor

No, I found what I was looking for.

An artist (like drawing) career

Multimedia design

Surgeon

Technology, Engineer

Inventor

Coaching

Civil engineering

Yes my career that I want to do which is veterinarian

voice acting

An accountant or investment banker

Chemist

Criminal investigator and detective

medical imaging

Constructing more art. They had theater instead of art.

8. What did you like most about the Academy Expo?  - Responses

Answer

i got to get out of school and get an idea of what my ideal career will be like

There were alot of different people and tons of personalities.

The amount of things to do.

I liked seeing all the different careers.

The emitt and bamett academy were the best!

The people at the booths really got us involve din a hands on way, which is the way that really grabs my attention

The engineering career

the different types of careers

I liked the climb wall

me meting new people and asking about they cearner

Learning new careers

That I got to finally understand what my parents exactly do and gave me more of an idea what I would like to do 

The EMITT academy

At the end of thr firld trip

You could interact at the booths

Free stuff!

Getting to know about careers that I would like to be.

We had the opportunity to learn about many different careers from people that work in those places

I learned about other careers.

I liked the wide variety of careers that were available.

I liked the variety of the careers, and how we got to experience different jobs within the different academys.

The interactive booths (mental health, massage therapy)

It had fun things

All the different types of jobs in one career

Starlight theatres booth

The fact that there were many careers.

The interactive booths

There was a lot of different careers . So if you didnâ€™t have one and mind you definitely would have one now



A variety of professions and the kindness I was greater with.

How nice people were at the booths

I liked how all the careers were in one place.

Everything

The interior design

I liked being able to interact with the different things, it kept me interested.

Nothing. Absolutely nothing.

The wide range of careers available to learn more about.

the new ideas that they planted in my mind about my future

How the boothes interacted with the students that visited the expo.

The starlight booth with Mr Brady.

All the people were pretty friendly-I did learn a lot but honestly I didn't really get to follow the carrier's that I wanted 

to look into.

the activitys at the booths

I liked to Rock Valley University professor that talked about books, but I didn't get his name.

It had my dream job an I learned new stuff about it.

JUst every thing this experence was a really great one to have

liked the child care.

It helps you explore more careers

It was well organized and I learned a lot from the booths.

I like the hands on and the goody bags

How open the people were when talking about their jobs and careers.

The simulators

I liked the graphic design booth.

It had some of the careers I'm most familiar with

the fun little games

Being able to make things

because i learned about different careers.

I liked the police one with the glasses

my old teacher in west his name was brady he was the only teacher that inspiered me throut my life time.

being involved with the booths rather that just listening to somone talk.

I Liked The Fact That The People That Were In The Booths Were Really Cool And Funny.

The Academy expo provided a variety of decisions and insights in career paths. The expo offered many new job 

options to me.

HS

What i liked most about the expo was how they had some of everything.

I liked seeing all the different careers.

The thing that I liked most about the Academy Expo is that there was at of choices of careers there and it helped 

me pick what I want to be when I grow up.

I liked how the people at the booth describe their job and what they do and what they did to be able to do their job

The Nursing Part Because I Always Wanted To Be In The Medical Field.

They had a wide variety of booths

What i liked most about the acedemy Expo was the Hps part because it was fill of every source.

The interaction between the booths

It offered many things I didn't have any interest in doing but changed my point of view on it

the way we could interacted with the people that worked where we looked instead of people that just read facts 

about the subject and explained

how many different jobs there was to choose from

the hands on activites

the people who taught us about each career

I liked how they got you involved in what they were teaching

THe chiropractor.



The interaction I had with the career people and that they explained everything in a good way.

I liked that they had a lot of diffrent activities and different jobs that i didnt think that i was interested in.

I liked that it encouraged us to go in a direction with our lives.

I liked how all of the people that were talking about their careers were very nice and willing to give any information 

you wanted to know.

The amount of jobs

The nurse were you did the stitches, blood drawing and other types of nurse things.

The amount of time

It's different things you can fo

That the people were very welcoming and nice about what they were talking about.

It was well organized.

The different activityâ€™s they had

Nothing

What I liked most about the academy expo was that they had a beauty career and taught me somethings about 

identafiying signs of abuse and how to read your costomore.

I most liked the careers that were there they had police officers and they had a fake crime scene

It showed my career that I was very interested in and I got to talk one on one with the lady that presented it

The Army Perimedic

My favorite part was when I got to see the Starlight theatre booth because I am really wanting to join their shows.

I like the drunk driving test because it can show and help kids not to drink and drive.

The friendly people in the booths who tried to engage with everyone.

I liked that we got to walk around and choose which booths that we want to go to.

It was interactive and very interesting

the people presenting

Flying the airplanes.

It was a friendly environment, and there was a variety of options

people

That they  had like dummies to see how they actually work

Some people at booth had hand- on activities for us to try and it helped me understand the career more.

i like the setup of everything like they were extremely organized which made going from booth to booth so much 

The army

The people were very eager to explain anything to you

How they let you try things out. They had some experiments and some things that you can try out. They had real 

equipment. It was interesting to see all of it. I also like how the people there were nice and worked good with us.

I like that we could learn about careers

That I could see things that maybe that I wanted to do.

i liked how they setting little activities up for testing the equipment out.

What I liked most at the acadamy expo is that they had some good careers except the one that they didn't have

the thing i liked most about the Academy Expo was the counseling activity.

i saw some new people

how the people that was telling us about there jobs didnt act . They just told us about it because they love their 

just the experience was good i did things ive never done before

The booths

The people

i like how they give you imformation like what high school classes you should takes

It had a lot of careers that people might think they don't like but end up liking it.

when i learned about helping kids

when they delivered the baby and the ambulance truck

The hands on experience.

The HS part

That we got to explore all different academy's and the different job types in the academy.



What i liked more about the academy expo was getting to know about the careers people had and what they like 

and dislike about their career.

got to learn new things.

the emitt and hs academy had more hands on stuff

I liked the 13 news booth the best.

The booths helped me understand that there was different type of jobs out there that I would intract with some 

learning about careers that i have no ideas about.

Everything it was a lot information for my brain also the information about health care

I really liked the people at the booths because they were very welcoming and they made me want their jobs.

I liked how we got to learn more about real careers from real people.

the different things to do

I got to experience some booths and careers that i never even thought of trying

The lawyers in the hps section

how many booths there were.

the police one it was alot of cool things there most of the swat car

I liked the kindness of the representatives, and the overall atmosphere of the expo.

the welding booth because i've never welded and always wanted to learn and now has me even more into 

I liked the Academy Expo because, it's a great opportunity for students like me that don't know which career path 

it was fun to learn more things

The thing I liked the most was how they would answer the questions like not so many facts in that one question 

and give you so many facts they knew about to learn about it.

I liked all the new information that i got from all the booths i visited

narrowing my choices for which academy i want to choose

when they was telling us how can we get the job and the expo help with a lot

Everything was really organized and i really liked it.

The variety of jobs there

I liked the cool different activites I got to do.

How we got to see so many careers and jobs and it makes it easier to pick a academy.

Being there seeing new things and jobs that I didnt think was in the world. And being with my friends and other 

that the guys at the born to fly booth were funny and interacting with us like he know us for a long time and he let 

us take pictures with him.

The thing i like the most was being able to be able to hold the tool and use my hands and hold the equipment.

That it was hands-on like the whole time and i was just learning more and more things.

that it had a lot of jobs that i didn't know that i like and all the nice people in there.and a lot of people that know 

there job so well  there was this one person that told me that he learned a lot for his job and it pay a lot he was 

really nice but we didn't have time to talk more about it and i didnt get his name or the jobs name

The vibe of it was cool. It was a time for us to learn about what we may wanna do in life. A lot of things interested 

me, but i still wanna become a Recording Engineer if i have the chance. I may choose one of the jobs i passed by 

though. A plumber makes a lot of money.

it helped me get an idea of differnt jobs that are in the same feild that i might be interested in.

how the people at the booths were willing to answer all the questions i had and the amount of booths there were, 

it wasn't limited to one subject there was something for everyone to look into.

get hands down with materials

That we was able to interact with each booth and we were not just sitting there listening to what they say.

It has different pathways in each academy for students in high school to be in different academy for next year.

the crime scene booth was interesting cause it showed two chemicals that could be used to help a detective 

figure out what happened.;D

The police truck

I was with my friends and that they were serving drinks at a booth.

`

I liked how they attended me and asked if i needed help.



I love that when you first walk into the Hs academy area that you can see a whole lot of babies in the hospital 

getting worked on and that is what i want to do and it was very exciting for me.

the people at the booths explain more about the career that you want to be in.

it had a lot of careers that i didn't know about.

The ability o explore interesting careers

That they tell you how they started to like the subject of their career.

That there was many options and good ones too.

Birthing

They the careers and people were very specific about their jobs

That there was many diffrent places

the HS section

The HS Booths

There was a lot of careers to choose.

It gave a lot of ideas

That there were a lot of careers and really interesting ones.

the amount of career options there were

gives you many options of what you want to do for your future job.

I liked the most seeing all these different careers paths that i didn't even know i could be so interested in.

That we got to do what people do for a living.

The activitys at the booth

I liked the fact that I could see what careers I had an option to go into.

I liked the HS Academy the most

how many both's or options there was

I liked having the time to talk to the workers and listen to their experiance with their job.

My favorite thing at the expo was getting a taste of some of the things that people do with their jobs

the interactive booths

It was great and fun to learn about the careers

that they showed you how to to do the job and the benefits of doing that job

I got to learn more and a lot of stuff i want to do.

That you could go to any booth you were interested in.

It was great, the booths were filled with so much information that i now know.

All the different choices i had.

it was really fun

Talking to the people at the booths.

activitys

the scientific booths

nothing

the different booths

The most thing i like about the Expo was getting in the swap truck

that they got to let us look in the stuff they had in there jobs

Interactive activities

That I got to touch a human brain

The people were welcoming and nice.

How We Got To See Are Self How Things Worked

They were very organized and informational about he career

Everything

Hands on activities

Nurses they showed us many things

beauty and wellness booth

I like how the medical field part had a lot of hands on things because thats what I want to do

The labor delivery

Nursing



i liked the theater in BAMITT academy because it was very fun and exciting and i also learned something very 

new and i got to try a costume.

I liked how they had a lot of touchy things and prizes and they really made sure we knew what they were talking 

about. It was great.

Everything was amazing, but the visuals were what i liked the most.

What I liked about the expo would be how kind everyone was at the booths. Another thing that was entertaining 

were all the activities we could participate in.

intractable things

i like how they had everything set up it was a very organized field trip

I found things that were hand on and very fun, and i found activities that met my interest.

That you can actually do physical work in the booths so you can get an idea of what it would feel like if you 

actually worked there .

How there was a lot of people who talked to me about different careers.

I liked learning about careers i never knew existed.

I liked the biology booths with the dinosaur skulls and animal skeletons. The aerospace booth was also very fun 

with the simulators.

The multiple choices of booths and careers

all the interactions you can do

that the people were actually giving out information and that it was well organized and in my experience really 

informational and i go to go to most of my wanted booths.

There was a lot of interaction involved.

I really liked the architecture areas and the business areas because it helped me confirm what I wanted to be. It 

also helped me decide what I wanted to major in. The lady at the business booth told me that I could major in 

Interior design but then minor in business so that I could eventually start my own business. It helped for choosing 

They put their everyday life at work into that booth

It was fun to talk to them people and it was a good experience.

I liked that everyone had activities for people to do or look at.

Time out of school and seeing different careers

I like the interaction between students and those working in their specific work field.

all of the diversity of the booths

I really liked learning about careers that I hadn't considered before.

That they explained what they did and how they did it not just saying what there job was.

I got to touch a human brain and lung

That there weren't just careers there like you could find a job there.

AT the Rockford police booth they had us but on goggles that messed up are vision and then we had to shoot a 

ball into a trash can

free stuff!

The Hs academy because they had really shown us what its like to give birth and to have healthy lungs and 

unhealthy lungs and many more.

that the people was nice and i got to see a lot of career.

spending time with my friends and learning new things about engineering.

Having simulators on how they do their job

how it was a hands on

not much

It was pretty good, although some people huddled and crowded some booths, i still enjoyed my experience.

It was relaxing and fun to hang out with friends and know about your future career.

the stuff and experience

people

their was this one lady who was clapping people hands and shocking them

people taking to us

I really liked how they set up the place and they had all the academy's in sections.

the diffrent booths



the liquid nitrogen project thing

how there are hands on booths and you get to see part of what they do.

the police stuff and the ambualnce peremadics .

everything

It was fun and easy to follow

the examples

Meeting new people and learning about new jobs.

nothing

The HS part of the Expo and having fun interactions at the booths

The variety of choices didn't limit any interests.

The people working the booths were very nice and helpful.

They activities that they had doing if we liked the career

the large variety of booths

It was pretty fun well organized and entertaining

How the people explain the process to get to that job and how In some of them they let u do something that they 

have to do

Learned more

The different types of activities

the new jobs

it introduced us to a wide variety of interesting careers

hands-on activities

The fact that every booth was very descriptive about the job and didn't leave out any important about the job.

I liked how they had examples of everything they do and made it look realistic. Like in the doll that was giving 

"birth" to the baby.

I liked how some of the Booths were very interactive, like in one we got to weld, in another we got to fly a plane in 

a plane simulation. We also got to touch a real human brain.

i liked that all the people there were friendly and had no problem answering any questions

I liked that all the companies that were there are locally based.

You got to explore things that comes with the jobs

The most i liked about the expo was that there was actual workers from their careers, such as a police officer.

i liked how nice the people were, i also liked the way they had explained things.

learning about the career i wanted to be

I liked that the booths were hands-on and you could explore with you hands.

The Emmitt section

There was a lot of carreers

there were a lot of businesses that I knew.

I loved the HS section of the Academy Expo.

I liked how there were a lot of hands on types of experiments.

Police Academy

when the gave out free stuff and how they talked about different subjects of that career.

The Medical section.

It showed lots of other careers you can go and study for.

what i liked about the expo is that there were lots of hands on things to do

I like that they did different activities instead of just talking.

there was a lot of choices to choose from

That there are a lot of career paths in the expo for people that wasn't sure for there career.

The People that was at the booths.

i liked that there was professionals that answered all my questions

meeting people in different jobs than what i normally see and seeing

What i liked most about the Expo was when i wore a royal robe and held a royal staff.

nothing really it just got me out of school

all the different careers their are.



all of the deminstations that had you being active in it

the hands on stuff that they had and all the different objects they had us doing

all the different kind of jobs

they had a lot of good choices

welding

walking around and seeing what I could be interested in.

i liked walking around with my friends.

i like the nursing part because it was interesting to learn about cause thats what i want to be

A booth that let us fill a cup with some kind of clay and sand then let us pick a logo to push into it and then one 

person filled the shape with some type of hot metal so it would dry and we got to keep it.

The Police officers i really enjoyed talking to them.

Nothing in particular, but some of the guys there were very lovely to talk to.

i like how there was a variety of booths that you could see and learn about.

The Activities

How friendly most people were and how nice they handling some of the disrespectful students.

the HPS section

The HS booths and presentations. I really liked the people with tattoos because they seem nicer and more inviting 

The police academy expo.

I mostly liked the booths that had hands on. I like hands on cause i build skills and feel like i am invloved

I liked the hands on activities more than just someone explaining me their career.

I really enjoyed looking at the different types of booth while i was walking to my destination. Everything looked 

interesting, to bad i wasn't able to visit every single place

I liked everything about the academy expo, but my favorite would have been the interactive activities each booth 

had to offer.

The interaction with many career choices. It was able to expand my thought on plenty of options on what i want to 

do in my future.

I liked that the expo was great especially the HS section because the expo made me confirm my decision on what 

career/pathway i wanted to go.

i was able to expirience how those a doctor or nurse deal with labor.

I generally liked everything, but my favorite booth was the Burpee museum booth. They had animal skulls and 

fossils, that's what i'm interested in, so i loved it.

how organized the expo was and neat.And the real live gadgets they use and even the cars

I like the how each booth have different ideas on how to make students understand easily about the career in 

each of the academy.Emit was what I like the most because it was very cool.

I liked the variety of careers their were and how many different activities there were but HS and the BAMIT side i 

liked the most

How helpful the people at the booths were.

seeing all the different careers

What i liked most about the Academy Expo is the nurse booth because it showed me more about what i want to 

be and what i am going to do when i end up working as a nurse when i'm older.

I really like the nursing section were you were able to see how a baby is delivered and also how to revive a baby.

Everything was awesome. I learned so much about different careers.

you get to partisapate   with diffrent jobs

i liked when we got to make are own mold and then they pored tin into it and we got lil things.

learning about careers, even though i already knew about them, i still learned new things

Performing arts and art because some times i like to act, use a computer, and draw and sketch

the lawyer booth because that's one thing that i really wanted tom go to and i was happy to see the booth there. it 

confirmed that i do want to become a lawyer and it opened my eyes to a public state atorney so it gave me 

something to look into

the news booth

I liked the fact that most of the workers were really nice & really helpful.

I like the booths that had me do something and not just listen to a person talk.



I liked when we were at the police booth and we got to look at the bomb squad and swat team I really liked all the 

trucks and things they used to fight or get people i should say like the shield they had.

what i like most about it was that all the people at the booths were very social

I enjoyed both the emmit and hps segments. I was interested in the ymca and teaching of youth.

The thing I liked mostly about the academy was the HS nursing.

I liked the fact that I got to learn about different academies that I never thought about going into.

Interacting with the different people

I liked the HS booths more than the rest.

All the different booths and how they were dividedminto academies.

Nothing

All the careeers there was

It opened my mind to more careers that I might actually consider on doing that could be fun and worth working 

Different jobs and it was fun to talk to different people about there jobs

I learned more

I liked the truck driver exhibit

Taht there was a lot of things and careers to see and learn about

We all got to see our careers happening in front of us.

I got to learn about new carrer choices

I liked the booths and how everything and how it in order

the cop booth

i liked all the people that came from all walks of life that have jobs that they love

The welding booth where u make your own symbols like snapchat or instagram etc. with melted metal

the different booths

How they interacted with us and described what they do in detail.

the hands on experance

I learned more stuff about careers and stuff

That most booths brought props to show an idea of what that career is like

nothing

There were a bunch of different jobs therr

I liked how the people from the booth interacted with us students. the people at the booth also informed us about 

what we need to do to be hired at the position.

I liked the diverseness of the booths,although there could've been more, it was a good amount.

that i got to learn new things i never thought of knowing and i find it amazing how i was able to learn new things 

that i never knew. it was a shock on how much time they work for. even in outdoors and indoors but what amaze 

me was when they showed you what they do everyday.

i like the wailding part i like it more than the other stuff

how at the booths they had more than just telling you about their job, you can also  figure out how you can do the 

the robot

Learning about the different jobs

Learning about all the career.

It was a really great experience i got to learn and have fun at the same time.

I liked the discovery center booth. Also the part when I won a chocolate bar.

What I liked about the EXPO was that it made me question a bit my academy choice and that we were able to 

create something and take it home.

How polite and helpful EVERYONE was. But i loved the booths that gave you stuff, tought you stuff and had stuff 

you could interact with.

The candy

I learn more what i would like to do in the carerr i would like.

Learning about the career that i would like to pursue

the examples they had us do

all the booths or at least most of them

It was very organized as it has an easy flow



nothing

The thing I liked the most about the expo was being able to learn more about the job I had in mind and what I 

could do to expand on that.

What I liked the most was that I was able to participate in most booths that I was already looking forward to.

the booths were fun

that it was short

That I got to learn need academy's that I didn't know about.

I liked how the workers who were at the Academy Expo knew how to say their job specifically and knew all the 

questions we asked them.

All of the different booths with information about different careers.

I wasn't at the expo

I liked that they had props out on the table and they let us participate in the careers that they were in.

Leaving

the discovery center

that you can learn what you to do in all types of careers.

to in courage more people to give these jobs a try and to show how important they are to the people who work 

there and what they meant to the workers to help others.

There was a lot of option to choose from that i personally enjoyed.

I liked the hps part of the Academy Expo the most because it had a lot of cool things.

how the let us do the stuff that the do

leaving

I liked how they actually gave us hands on activities.

All the different jobs and information about them.

the interactions

The camera spy thing.

We actually got to talk to the workers and see what they like about their job and whats makes it fun to them.

The cnc machinck

the booths

The expo got me interested in career i never thought I would be interested.

nothing because i didnt want to go

The people was Very good at explaining what there booth was about

I like everything I just didn't get to visit alot of booths

What I liked about the Academy Expo was that some booths had stuff that you could mess around with.

I liked that the were stuff that i really liked and it was a lot of space but to many people.

I liked that we got to get information from first-hand expirience

It was cool

going into the ambulance and being able to ask questions

All the different careers.

the welding part.

When we got to walk around learning about different careers and what is needed for them to help us figure out 

what we want to be in life.

The HS booth's i liked how they showed the good lungs and bad lungs.

hands on activities and interactions with nice people

the people

the people at the booths

I liked that there was alot of hand on things.The people that was talking bout there career was really friendly and 

they really was smart.Also, there was alot of thing i really never heard of and i really enjoyed them.

The kegel Harley davidson booth is the most liked one from me because I love Harley's.

i liked how they had it in a bigger place this year

hands on activities

the hps center

it was very hands on.



I liked that there was hands on things we could use.

All the people and booths that were there and the stuff they brought like the trucks and animals.

I liked the people that were in the booths they were nice and some gave you good information.

I somewhat got to talk to people about their jobs

everyone was very welcoming and happy

the hands on experinces

I liked being on my feet and doing something unusual

there where different expiriences of jobs

The nurses and doctors

The interactive activities.

i liked the rock climbing booth for the YMCA

I liked how some of them were hands on

the you get to see the different jobs out there and that they wanted you to work there when you get older

The activities

it was very nice that some of the booths had things you could try yourself an experience what it was like to do that 

all the cool things there and how nice the people at the booths were

The thing i liked most about expo was the hands on thing you got to do at the booths.

That it introduced us into new careers and pathways that we can explore further into high school.

The fact that there were many kinds of places you could go to and listen about the jobs you like

nthing

Mercy health they were very welcoming and told me all the information i needed what classes to start and all that 

kin of imformation.

the welding booth

that there was a lot of different jobs choices there that you can go talk to them about

The thing I liked the most was the HS section. I have a strong interest on medical stuff and for me that was the 

greatest booth there.

The spa and beauty booth

The UTC Aerospace Systems booth because they were fun and goofy.

no school

THE ARMY BOOTH

I LIKED THAT YOPU COULD LEARN HOW TO DRESS UP FOR A JOB INTERVIEW AND HOW TO ACT 

DURNIG ONE.ALSO PEOPLE THERE WERE AWSOME,THEY COULD ANSWER EVERY QEUSTION I 

HAD.SO YEA THAT WAS REALLY NICE FOR THEM TO BE THERE.

THE DOMSTRATIONS THAT THE CAREERS HAD

I LIKED THE ROCKFORD POLICE BECAUSE THEY TALKED ABOUT WHAT THEY DO AND THEY LET US 

INTERACT WITH THINGS

EMITT BECAUSE I LOVE ENGINERING AND I WILL LOVE TO BUILD THING IN LIFE.

THAT I WAS ABLE TO MEET MEW PEOPLE

the amount of different jobs there

I liked that there was more careers that I could choose from and the career that I wanted wasn't as good as the 

careers that were at the Academy Expo.

it was fun and I learned alot

trying to walk a straight line with the glasses

the different pathways and carrer

the lawyer booth

I like the HPS academy.

making the drink at pharmacists

when i got to eat a cookie that was put in liquid

exploring careers

I liked that they gave us a feel of each academy.

I liked that I got more info on the job that I was already previously looking into. It also answered some of my 

learning about i career i may be interesting



The nice people and cool booths

All the activities that we were able to do and how it was a learning experiences for me and everyone else.

I liked the part were we got to try out the equipment.

The men / women were most cooperative and the most honest, and truthful when reply to questions we ask or 

explaining the point of their booth.

we get to enter the ambulance

learning

the jobs

that every one was so nice and gave enough information about the booth

they most of the person well explaining thing right

My uncle

In the EMMITT Academy, I got to build a fan out of little parts. It was in the Engineering booth. It was really fun 

because my friend was helping me. IN Engineering it's better to work with other people.

I actually liked everything

How we could explore different branches of the careers .

The cameras.

Ummmm i liked all the booths from the HPS academy

the people their were nice and explained everything to my liking

nitrogen cookies was the best

I liked seeing the different jobs there were and how they work and ask different questions

the swat struck

it was really fun at emmits booth

Going inside the ambulance

I liked the part where I got carried by people on the sliding bed(army nursing system)

I loved how you can interact with different things.

all the booths they had

I liked that there were hands-on activities at some of the booths.

I liked the way they were organized and all the information they gave me,

I liked that we were able to learn more about careers we were interested in, which caused us to think about our 

future earnings and things like that.

I had a great time learning what each career offered for me, and to explore careers I would have never thought of 

The hands-on activities that we were able to do.

I liked the variety and choices at the expo.

I liked the fact that this was a social thing not an individual thing.

The freedom to go to whatever booth you wanted.

that there was a lot of hands on activities to do and a lot of things to learn about.

i saw my favorite teacher at a booth

i enjoyed all the activities that we were allowed to partake in

Going to the hair booth

I liked that i got to see the career i was looking foward to.

The people we're nice

I loved doing the fun games there and learning many new things.

I liked that we were able to ask questions and understand more about the careers that we are interested in.

that we got to not only got to visit different booths but we got to have an hands on experience.

The interactive booths

I liked that it was big, had activities to do and it was colorful.

we had free will to go wherever

I liked that there was stuff that i could interact with.

The fun things we got to do such as throwing wooden airplanes, testing your vertical and more.

the hands on stuff .

walking

it had a lot of booths that i liked.



I liked the parts you could interact with like the plane simulation thing and the welder thing. I also liked getting into 

the trucks and stuff.

The people where nice and it was fun and I did a lot.

The facts about the career that i was interested in and more knowledge about it.

what i liked most about the academy expo is all of the career choices that we had to go to they're were some 

careers that i took an interest in after i went to them.

that i got to see and recognize what they do everyday they showed me how they work and whats the fun part of it 

and whats the better

i liked how we got to go to as mant stands as we wanted

What I liked the most was being able to interact and see other booths that seem really cool and made me have 

an idea of what other jobs I might injoy and might love to do or get the job.

I liked the winnebago-boone farm bureau.

welding

I really enjoyed that they talked about what opposition you could enroll in and what the job provides.

i liked how the police booth helped me decide i wanna be a police officer. i originally wanted to be a police officer 

or something related to law enforcement but the expo made my decision final to be a police officer

That people from other jobs would give up there time to show us and teach us about other jobs and the things we 

could do to get them.

I like how they showed us at the HS academy showed how baby's are actually born.

the botths

Being able to do something different

it was educational

yeah got to look and touch stuff

the police booths with the battery sheild and the swat truck

Learning more about the academy that i was most interested in.

how they presented the careers

that we got to expiernce what the jobs are like

how they treat people.

got to learn new stuff.

Learning about what people do on their everyday life according to the career they have.

There was alot of things to look at and places and things to do,Overall it was a good experience and I wish we 

could see it again

The fact that i was able to interact with different people in different career areas

I liked the HS academy the most because they had the most hands on activities and the people at the booths 

explained things well.

We were able to learn about the different careers in each academy and engage in some hands-on activities.

What I liked most was that for some of the booths, there were little experiments or visuals that made everything 

so much more fun. Being able to participate and learn more about the careers through visual set ups made it 

that there was many thing that were cool and fun to look at.

all the hands on projects

honestly nothing, it was not fun, and it did not help. probably just getting out of school would be the best.

12

I liked how we got to explore different careers and prepare for our future by deciding what us students wanted to 

choose as a career.

I liked how organized it was. It was really easy to find which career I wanted to look at it each academy.

The thing I liked most about the Expo was that it gave you a chance to think about your self, rather than listening 

to what others wanted. The people were  very down to earth as well.

took time out of my school day

the hs academy

I liked how in some booths you can interact with the objects that went with the career. I also liked how some 

booths had things that kids can take home,like the wooden airplanes at the Aerospace booth.

the bamit academy



Helped me make up my mind on what i want to be for the rest of my life. I also did like how they interacted with 

you, like for the nursing you helped deliver a baby. It was nice to see all the different jobs.

Doing the rock climbing wall with the ymca

The interactables

The pig lungs 

Nursing booth

The HS Academy area because that's where I am going in. I love how they let me remove stitches.

Hands-on activities

The fire trucks & the people

I loved how we could actually do hands on things for that career it was amazing!

See careers that I didn't know about.

They shared you what you do and supplies on the job

That the adults were nice and helpful. I also liked that they were passionate about their job and explained their job 

The thing I liked most was the new jobs I learned about.

I don't know

All the fun and interesting jobs that were there

There are many different careers

The engineering because there was a lot of cool stuff to look at and learned a lot of things.

I liked how the people there were so enthusiastic about being there. They didn't seem to be bored with their 

career which might have persuaded people.

Interacting and learning about different careers

All the fun and interesting jobs that were there

We learned new stuff about the careers such as nursing and science

Talking with actual companies

HPS

Nothing it was hot

Going around seeing the different careers

There were signs at the booths to show which one is which

The freezing cookies

The booths

The different booth number and different company name

All the different booths

The police booth and the firefighter too.

HS academy, and the HPS academy

That you got to see different stuff than usual

I like how some booths brought candy.

Some of the booths

The careers

How nice the people were. How they showed how to do the different jobs.

How there were examples of what they do at the job

How kind the people are

I got to see things in real life, and learned about some of the different Nurses

I like the information and examples of what people will learn

I liked listening to personal career experience from professionals

The people talking about their jobs.

The nursing

I got to talk to someone who liked the same career I did.

What I liked most about the Academy Expo is how nice the speakers were (the people who discussed their job)

That was really organized, and had a lot of interesting stuff.

Talking to new people

The different types of careers

Having choices



Nice prople

How they let us touch and use equipment. And get in some of the trucks they had there

The people

The amount of things they had for show

Army

Talking to the people

Getting to interact with people that are in the career I want to be in and getting to learn more about each of the 

Being able to do hands on activities not just talk

Exploring different careers

That they had athletic events going on in the booths

Getting to know more about each career

Going to the booths

That the people were really good at explaining what they did so I wasn't confused.

Motorcycle technician

Interacting with new people

I liked getting hands on experience

Learning about the career I wanted and new ones

I got to see a lot if things. I enjoyed all the booths I attended.

That I got to learn different things about the different careers

The people and the booths

I liked the hands on stuff like the HPS Discovery Center one and the HS baby and tube one I forgot what it was 

Seeing how mothers give birth

It had a lot of careers and cool activities

Seeing my best friend and being on TV

You most lots of choices

The fun activities

Walking around and seeing different kinds of careers

EMITT

It was fun

Mechanical Engineer or Mechanic

Nursing experience

Got to see all the academies and see what jobs are out there

Learning new things.

Meeting different careers

The experience

The booths and people

How I got to learn about all of the careers I was interested in.

I liked how we were able to interact with other people in the booths we were at.

They showed what to do at that career and talk about the things we asked.

engineering

All the jobs and hands on experience

I liked that everyone was very polite to each other and how everyone eas havng fun learning about different jobs.

Just how fun it was.

The activities

We could be with friends but learn about careers

The interactive booths

That you could win candy.

The stuff they gave us.

The careers

They had us doing what the career did

Learning more about different careers

I don't know... not much



The emit program

All of the cool stuff that was there and actually for the 2nd time gotten on a motorcycle coolest ever.

Getting to learn about jobs

Where you get to play with equipment

It was long

BAMIT

Interact with people

It was set up neatly

Graph D

How we got to make stuff and weld things

It had many careers for the people to choose

Everything

tv

The police booth

The people

The booths

I love nurse groups, motorcycle repair, CNC, motorcycle, army medic and stanthopy pediatric nurse

The people

People explaining about their careers

It was very interactive

The people there were the best. I like them the best. They were helpful, warm, and presentable

Mass

I liked the one about the CNC programmers

Learning about each booth and meeting new people

Talking to People

Army

The rock climbing wall

EMITT

HPS

I learned about careers

Everything and how nice everyone was

I never thought of being a physical therapist but the booth game me a lot of information and I may consider it

How the booths were set up

The EMTS because they help people and they get you in the ambulance

the booths

everything

I liked all of them

The booths

N/A

How we got to talk to people who actually do whatever career you're looking into as their career

The different careers and the cool props and cars and things

Some stands had activities

Being able to look at new and different careers

It was interactive

Talking to people who work at the job.

The variety of careers

I like that the E-Rabs were there. I saw my old friends as well.

We learned about different careers

It felt like a con (eg. Furrycon, Gamecon, Comicon)

the bunny 

the booths

I liked that we got to visit more than one booth in each academy



They had examples of ideas

the bunny

I found the academy I wanted

How they gave us/showed what there is in each academy which helps students know what academy they want to 

The army

I liked how we could interact with the booths

Learning about different careers

The Army

Seeing all the careers

The swat truck

The booth with physical therapy/speech therapy/occupational therapy (booth 316)

Learning about the career.

Not being in school

Nothing

How some booths had activities to experience the job

That we got to make some stuff

Learning about new business

I loved interacting with people and learning more about their pathways and jobs.

How I got to see new people and more possibilities

The different careers

Out of school

The things we made

Welding

EMITT the building

Some of the booths let you do a little experiment or something to do

Some stands had hands on activities

How the workers was cooperative

I liked that they let you see things, that would actually be there

The rock climbing

The welding and the app developer booth

The girls there

It was fun and taught me a lot

The different things they teach you about the job

Just how many choices there were

The booths

The doll giving birth

The booths

What I learned most about is that I got to learn more about the careers I want to do

All the different jobs

All the cool stuff they had

Being able to learn about other careers

The EMITT side of the academy expo

I got to see a lot of jobs that I didn't know about.

The drunk goggles

Having the opportunity to learn more about my ideal career.

I got to see and get explained the careers I want and what you need to get in them

Everything. That I got to see a lot of careers and now I know what Academy I like

the bunny

everything

How people were nice and provided us with all the information we needed

The HS booths everything in HS

Nothing



The art one/theater

The EMITT stuff

eating food with nitro hydrogen

The amount of different careers and how some had an activity you could do so you get an idea of how the career 

That they told you about what and how to do their job.

That there was a lot of books to go to and it was a good experience.

9. What should be different at next year's Expo?  - Responses

Answer

more booths in emmit

Nothing so far

Easier way to navigate.

They should have a capa section

I think it was all good lots of activities and all very fun to go to.

i would like to see more computer careers

More careers

less people at expo

Being able to see other schools.

Nothing

They should let the students decide if they want to stay in the academy or move on.

To have more of the same things spread out and more of hands on

Nothing it was good to me

They should have more career more in the expo

More options

let people interact with people from other schools

Different and better careers that I will like to do.

Give a little more time to experience each part

Let us interact with people from other schools.

I didnt really like the amount of time they gave us per booth and think students should be able to roam through 

I think the people working the booths should tell us what they do, then ask questions, rather than asking us if we 

having any questions right when we walk up.

There should be more interactive booths and more time to visit various booths

Nothing

The whole expo should be open for students to roam around

Add in a acting film booth

You should let us see the other schools instead of trying to separate us. By doing that, it makes more people 

uninterested in the expo.

They are allowed to hand things out so we are able to remember it and actually see what we can use the job for 

and how it is useful

We should have more hands on activityâ€™s

The confusion of groups I just followed everyone else but after hearing about the rotations I was confused if I was 

in the right group or not.

More hands on type of things

nothing

Nott, it was good

More creative stuff

We should be able to move freely to whatever acadamy because then you can actually see what you wanted 

know about, not just go somewhere because you had too.

It should be more organized and the people at their stations should be more attentive. Make sure that 

transportation is guaranteed and well-planned ahead of time.

More time for the field trip (all day)

more activities with each booth



Probably more careers, and not just a general job like the health and medical part was all the same just different 

boothes. Just more career options.

I think that there was nothing to change.

A CAPA section and maybe have the booths in separate rooms so it's not so loud.

free water and being able to visit back to the other academies

Have more free stuff!!! Free=Awesome.

Some them chaperones need to be fired some of them was rude .

I would just say a few more careers to add and that would be it also the announcer guy was kind of wierd :P.

IDK

More time in each section and more interactive activites

The Expo was cool, but I feel as if some of the booths could have offered a more hands on experience.

More hand on

How the expo is organized. When walking into a section, people tend to choose the first booth they see or one 

that people are crowded around. This becomes an inconvenience to those who are passing through as well as 

not creating an equal chance to all the people there talking.

not a set time at each both, some were quicker than the time alloted

The booths could be more interactive, and maybe give more information on what they do

Make the Expo more interactive (visually and physically interesting or stimulating)

Have water bottles available 

Don't limit/force people to two booths per academy

it should be more interesting bc some booths were just talking and hard to focus

They should have more career choices

nothing it was just right.

More time per academy less time per booth

have a academy for the navy.

more time to see booths.

Next Year Kids Should Be Able To Do More Moving Around. I Visited Most Booths Before It Was Time To Leave 

So I Would Just Be Sitting There.

More visual arts selections

More booths and more of what they showed us.

Actually break up into small group and go to ever single booth.

I really don't know what should be changed I thought it was fine just there was not a lot of space to walk.

Nothing should be different ,everything was perfect

We Should Have More Times At The Booths So We Can Go To Different Stations.

They should have a bigger variety of booths

At next year's expo the time should be different

More time

More time

the time limit

have more jobs the ones that are forgot about

everything, different carrers

more art career options

Let us go to the places we are most interested in for longer

BRING ENOUGH BUSSES, AUBURN!!!!!!

People not just from Rockford, and more good know companies.

A little more jobs and activities.

More supervision and a number limit of people who could go each station

People should be given more time to visit more booths. You shouldn't have to spend 10 minutes at just one 

Bigger area

Nothing but maybe more

More buses, more career options, and more space.

Nothing



They should have a more expanded area of people in different expertise.

Add more careers

More activityâ€™s

Nothing

more time you spend at each booth there should be more time.

i think they need to be a little more organized because there was kids everywhere walking around

There just some weird jobs that everyone know people don't want you added them just because you had extra 

Just A Little Bit More Time

I think that there should've been more areas to rest and get water because my legs got really tired and I became 

They should have more creative and performing arts booths.

You should make sure transportation is ready so that people dont have to take 45 minutes to get on buses.

Shorter time to visit and we should have more science based booths throughout all the areas.

more time and not as rushed

more hands on activities.

Putting people together from different schools.

Take away the honking truck

career

More advanced booths

You might not be able to fix this, but even with closed toed shoes, the blended rubber tires kept getting into our 

shoes and it was very uncomfortable. It was also hot because of the amount of people there. Maybe more staff? I 

felt uncomfortable around the students I was around.

i don't think they should have schools separated because many people were kind of upset that they couldn't see 

their friends from other schools.

More careers

They should not have as many booths in the same category-communications

There should maybe be some more booths that other people wanted to see. Otherwise, I think it was good how it 

You should ad more

Having not to much school there so its not crowed.

nothing except more career options.

I think that they should add a career for people who want to go into a sport like football or basketball

more career choices and be able to go to more booths in each academy.

more time in each acadamy

More time at each booth so we can try  more things .

the organization

More booths

more time

i would want more time if it were me

It should have more careers and a lot more stuff for us to do.

students from deffernt schools should be able to see each other to shere what they think

Be able to go to more booths.

schools should go together

Get a bigger area/space and have at least two schools together to interact with other students.

More gifts

More Jobs for students to learn about

They should have like more careers and have and some information.

having time to see more booths.

more careers and more hands on plus more visual jobs

There should be more engaging people there, most booth quickly ran out of things to say before time was up.

There would be different jobs and different booths for other people to know what they want to do in life or they 

might change their minds also.

some people got to be nice and thats all of it

There should be more time and also food for the kids to buy because we like snacks



Maybe more lines for certain things like rock climbing because many people seemed interested in that but did not 

There should be more consistent guidelines about what they tell us, like the salary and requirements.

more interactions with the kids

Let the kids go to more booths rather than just two per academy

Very congested when moving from one section to another. Establish a new strategie for transitioning students.

make the booths more seperate.

they should have a army truck

The only thing that I believe should be different is the time given to find booths that interest you. I feel that there 

should be an increase in the amount of time given.

make it bigger, have more businesses, and have a longer time there

There will be a lot more people, and more companies and career paths.

more time, more people

Well I really don't see anything to change about it I think it was good the way it was

More time to visit more booths. Students would get a chance to look at more options and would probably get an 

idea of what they want to do in the future.

more time at booths or be able to go to 3 booths instead of 2

umm have more jobs there

I think everything should be kept the same

it seemed fine

nothing much

They should give a little more room and more people working at the booths.

More music playing and more jobs and booths to see/or visit.

they should have like animals there like if you want to work in a vet or at a zoo.

Try having more ways for us to have have a better understanding of that career.

More and different careers, food

more job and time

More different booths with different type of interests. A more modern feel of jobs. More time aswell, minimum of 

30 minutes in each academy area.

let the students have 15 minutes instead of 11 and instead of only letting students go to two booths per academy, 

the should let them go to the academies they were really interested in so they can learn more about that academy 

and not the ones they don't really care about.

give the same opportunity to each school jefferson didnt get much experienced like auburn did when they took out 

I would not change anything.

The pathways for BAMIT and EMIT should be coming to students for interviews and the different colleges for 

we should stay there longer so that we could really get the sense of what those careers do and what you would be 

doing in those fields.

They should get a booth full of instruments

Add alot more careers so that way a person will have a better chance at figuring out what he would like to do.

Make sure that we get to see all the careers that we are told we will see.

They should have more careers and more info about everything

I'm not really sure because when I went there it was amazing the way it was.

they should just shorten the time in each booth.

They should allow us to see our friends from other schools

They should give students opportunity to have more time to talk to the people because it is important.

Careers that others suggest but also just not alot o the same careers.

More expo

They should have more room at each booth

Hang out with the other schools

more time to visit more booths

More time spent in each booth

More activities to do at all of the booths.

More careers and not the same ones.



more places to sit

needs to be more open options. most booths seemed like they were the same.

I think they really should have water fountains inside the areas, or distribute water bottles.

More things to do like hands on things.

The amount of people at each booth

More Astrophysology

more time pre booth

they should have bottles of water for you

There should be more time.

i feel like next year that the expo they should have more things related to real estate and buisiness and company 

more careers

it should be more jobs

make the booths not so close together

I hope we have more time and more booths we can visit.

It should be more of a variety of jobs that kids might be interested in or don't know about.

Like maybe be able to let the students try it and give them an amount of time to complete it and show what people 

who work have to go through everyday.

The placement of everything.

more booths

More interesting careers.

nothing

have an athletic person or football player from the bears there

every thing

more careers

i dont know

to have more time and to have more stuff there as well

more time

At MORE to the BAMITT academy booths

To give student more accessibility to all booth and not time them

Less time at some booths  and more activities that the kids could do

More Time!!!

Be able to visit more than 10 booths and less time

More time

More hands on activities

The time & more stations.

there should be a vet

We should have more time so we can go to each booth at every academy

Not so much time for one booth

All schools should be able to see each other

i think that students should not have to stay with their group but instaed get to spend more time in an academy 

that they really are interested in for example i didn't have any interest in EMITT academy and yet i still had to stay 

in it but i was very interested in HS academy but i didnt have time to see everything i needed to see.

the time limit for sure. or we should at least be able to walk to another booth if you got enough info about the one 

you were already at. but everything else was pretty good

Nothing except more careers.

Something that next year's expo should have would be more activities for the students to interact in.

a little more time at each booth and able to switch booths during seccion.

i feel like it needs to be a little more longer

No, because this years expo was very fun and it went over all the important things that each academy has to offer

Nothing , the expo was a great experience for all freshman in rps 205.

More booths.



I think there should be more time for more booths. Some people could not learn things because there were too 

many people at certain booths.

Add more biology booths and activities.

They let the students go to the next academy because I felt i had to be forced to go to a booth and pretend to be 

interested about a certain career

More careers

i think the way the people were able to present their booths should be different because i wanted more of a hands 

on explanation. i feel that way i could actually see what career i would enjoy and choose my acadamy better. as 

well as the "choose a both" i didnt agree with that because i wasnt interested in hps for example and i felt i wasted 

I think it's good enough already.

There should be more architecture booths and and business booths because it can really help people who want 

careers in those areas. There should especially be more business booths because even though one may not 

want to go into business, it could really help someone in the future if they decide they want to start a business of 

they should do a booth where you can paint and show off your skills

It should be more time spent there and should have like interacting with the actual career and you should see how 

it is in a real life work field.

They should have more careers and more things for people to do that would make them interested in that career.

We should be able to move freely throughout the entire thing instead of being constricted to certain areas for an 

amount of time. If we could move freely we could learn more about things that we are more interested in.

The Expo next year should be just a little bit longer and students should be able to visit more than two booths in 

each academy to ensure that students are given further knowledge.

put inn more booths and time

I really think there should be more freedom with the students to go visit more booths that they are interested.

They should add a more diverse section of booths on different topics

The booths you know would be more popular, please give them more space, it was very crowded

More interactive booths.

I don't think any thing really should be different at all

less people so people can actually get to more booths,no more sections at a time,no more angry yelling teaching 

assuming that kids were trying to leave,more free stuff,music,and less yelling.

To at least give people more time at the different academy expo

that they should have vets and that they should have way more people

i dont know

have the same amount of time in each academy

more time

everything more hand outs please

A video game developer, artists, animators, more time to visit booths, and more booths for some of the more 

popular occupations so then so many people aren't at one booth.

It should be longer.

take up whole day of school for expo

longer better longer time in places you go to

better careers that mostly this generation would be interested in

that we should have more time

I think next year's expo should have more time and be able to go around more booths.

More time

they need to add more fun things

needs to be a little longer. more time to work the booth.

there should be more games .

anything they want it really doesn't matter to me it was fun.

longer time frame

more demonstrations

I think that there should be more time

i wish there was free roaming



More space for booths because it was kind of cramped when there was interest in a booth.

There should be water avilable to students at the Expo.

How the people working the booths would interact more with the people interested. I went to a booth and the 

people there didn't even pay attention to us so we left

smaller groups that go to the expo

Maybe let theme see three booths instead of two

To have less time In each booth to have more time to visit all the booths but still learn something from each 

Not sure

We need more time

more time at each section

we should be given more time and the time that we spend at each booth should not be controlled

1.  more hands-on activities (or more time to do the ones that are there) 

 

2. some chairs to sit in to rest for a few minuts, its a long time to be standing

I think that it was perfect how it was this year but if I had to change something I would change the route of the 

The students should have more times in the booths and be able to see more than 2 booths presentations.

Next year's expo should have more booths available.

the only thing i would change is give each school more time

Students should be allowed more freedom to roam and not have to stay in certain areas

I think its set up well

Everything at the expo was a very good setup from my point of view

nothing really has to change about it everything was good the way it was

they should have a pro athlete booth

They should have more booths for BAMIT academy.

More interesting booths

The people who speak at booths should be more entertaning and incoorprate more hands on things for students

I don't know.

Give people more than just 5 minutes next time maybe give them 7 or 10 minutes.

i think they should not just have us do one Academy at a time because that would have given us more time at the 

ones we wanted to do the most.

I really dont no well have to say.

if they were to add all the careers, give kids more times for each booths, and the person was talking way too loud 

and the music sucks.

The time at each section.

More time at the booths.

its great how it is

they should give us more time there.

i think they should have a booth outside for sports

I think more careers and more time at the expo to help people walk around and see all the booths.

The time limit

more booths with hands on stuff

more space in some booths but others had the perfect amount of space. letting the booths hand out business 

cards, so i can remember the different jobs

I think that more fun interactions, and more information about the different careers should be at the Expo.

I dont know

more interesting careers

more examples that have you being active

nothing

the time you have

Snacks and water would be great

more time

idk\



Nothing it was all good.

they should have a certain amount of people at one booth.

they should have a little more time on the stations

Nothing

Maybe The Location.

Some more organization and more colorful personalities.

nothing. i think it was fine the way it is.

I have no comment.

Make the signs of the numbers bigger because when I was trying to find my way I had no idea where i was going 

cause I was depending on numbers i couldn't see.

a wider variety, and maybe better timing

The amount of time at each booth. Also, they should have a lot more things that you are able to take home. I 

would want more details about the Army medic and it's requirements.

There should be more time so we can go to more than one academy expo.

the booths should look more presentable and should have flyers or something with information on it

Next year I would like the freshman that want to be veterinarians to be able to hear what's it like and how it is to 

be a veterinarian, because I would have loved to hear information about that.

I think there should be more hands-on jobs, if there could be because those were most interesting then those 

which were all just informational.

I think there should be more activities at the expo, and adding more booths would always be good.

The way people present their booth. They should find a way to make their career choice more interesting for 

people to get hooked on and actually want to do that with their life because our career is our future and the future 

Nothing because i loved everything at the expo.

give kids more time on the academy they are into.

Offer more booths for kids who want to work for animals. Also, I saw no studio art and lots of kids want to go into 

add more interesting booths and have more time in the booths than just 2

Less people in each booth and that more organize on how students should move from one booth to another 

because people would sometime crowd in one booth and it would be hard to move or listen to others.

Next years EXPO the students should be given more time to visit booths

A little bit more times at each booth

more time in each booth

I don't think anything should be different at next year's expo, the expo was amazing and very interesting.

Have less people in each booth,it gets crowded and your really not able to learn a lot.

Students should get more time at EXPO because i felt like they kicked us out to early. I would ask questions but 

we would have to go so they didn't have time to answer my question. that really upset me.

it was perfect

have more interactive booths.

they should get more time so they get to see more careers and experience the careers they want to exprience.

I hope i see what in Expo that wasn't there.

you should be able to stay in the academy that we want to be in, instead of only being able to do 2 in each 

academy because i didn't find intrest in BAMITT or EMITT

nothing really

They should give us more time and more cool things that would help us make up our minds on choosing a career.

It would be a good idea to take some time to interact with students from other schools, we could then share ideas 

we have about a career we want to take.It trip was overall a fun experience, we all learn knew things about 

careers and what goings into them.

They should give us more time at each academy because we did not have enough time to look at all of the booths 

and i really wanted to.

nothing

I feel the should extend the time at the expo.

Nothing should really change.



I think we should have more time in each section because there were a lot of boths that I didnâ€™t get to because I 

didnâ€™t have enough time.

More stuff about hearts

The time spent at the booths should be different

The place where it's held. The astroturf put rocks in all our shoes.

Everything

Everything was fine

nothing.

More boots that kids want to go to

More time and leave at 9

We should be able to at least get around to more Tran 2 booths

More booths of careers that people like

A better explination of where to go

More time to visit the booths.

more career

more space between the booth

nothing i think that it was great the way it was

give the students more time

Nothing.

be able to move in between academy when ever we want. So if we like one academy more than the the others we 

could stay at at that one

nothing it was good

Not much everything was pretty good

bamit was wack

More time

I think what should be different is that they should give us more time.

I think there should be more time for students at each booth, or at least more time overall, so students can see 

more booths and get the full experience at them.  

 There should be more space at the Expo, the bamit and

nothing should be different. but i think bammit should change just a tiny change because it wasn't very fun to walk 

around but other wise everything was amazing.

it should be bigger than it was this year cause it was pack in there

more things to do in the bamit acadamy.

better stuff

Spread out a little more

Nothing

More booths

More free stuff, and more fun activities.

They should include more things in the BAMIT academy and give us more time to explore.

The times. there wasnt enough time to visit all desired booths.

More candy

In the Bammit one they should of but more stuff to do and touch.

Make the BAMIT academy a little bit more interesting and make BAMIT and HS a little more space

nothing it was perfect

There should be more booths at bamit

more booths

food and drinks

For next year I think that you should allow us to go to more than two of the job spaces at the expo because I 

thought that there was more that I could go visit but the time and making us stay really held us back from what he 

Maybe add more things that have to do with beauty salons or athletes talking to kids who want to go far in sports.

they should at least serve some water/snacks

shorter time at the booths



More fun, and drinks plus food

There should be more careers to choose from. Otherwise everything was really great at the Academy Expo.

There should be more interesting booths with more activities to do.

I don't know

They should bring more careers to the Expo so people can see it.

Better staff not all were respecful

idk

they should give more time and they should have gougles for the liquid nightragin station and they should make 

other career  tables.

i enjoyed talking with other to learn their experience with there jobs and the fact they talk about new and old jobs 

you never heard of but time was very short and they talked about the jobs for soo long i didn't get to see the other 

jobs and what they have to offer besides that it was a very fun experience.

There should be more time and more examples for each station

give students more time in the area 

 

make the booths more interesting 

 

and allow people to go back to other areas

we cant go and there might be more things there

food and drinks

they should let the kids stay at the booths a little longer.

Nothing. More job types I guess.

have more interactions

Better explaining about what they do.

Nothing I think it was perfect

have more booths

more time to visit the booths

there should be more booths

serve some food

We should have more time and shouldnt have to stay at 1 booth for 10 minutes

I really don't know

There should be booths that have more hands on stuff.

All of the booths should be filled and some of the booths need to be more detailed.

more time and a veterinarian booth.

Workers should show up

there should be a better variety of booths

more booths.

have more time at the booths

I feel the expo was perfect just the way it was!

they shouldnt talk as much

more time more hands on activities and more jobs

the jobs shown it was some time boring

more booths cause in some of them they were empty

There should give more time at each booth and more careers too.

It should have food and drinks for the high school students.

i think there should be more booths and more time for either the same booths or different booths

more orginization , more space and the booths need to be more attractive

dont know

nothing

their should be more booths that has more hands on things.

Nothing really



Their should be more booths and some people need to be able to explain better and they should give more time 

to be in the expo because some people don't get to go to all the booths they are interested in and they should be 

a certain amount that should be able to go at a time.

More time at each booth and each academy. A lot of booths lacked what their actual job meaning was, they more 

focused on games. I went to some booths and the only thing that was related to their jobs were a poster or sign. 

At those booths that lacked meaning of their career, most had games or talked about something else. I found it 

less time per booth

idk

there should be less time at each booth

more activitys

More communications

More information about the jobs, salary, responsibilities, and work hours.

The booths shouldn't close so early. Some packed up before we even left.

More time to see different booths

the time limit because it was too long

Have more interactive activities

Nothing.

more games at the booths

Kids should have to at least ask one quishton

Extend the range of career and jobs that can allow students to discover new careers that might interest them.

Nohing this years was great

nun

More booth they had a good ampunt but more would be cool so everyone had a booth to go to.

more interactions

there should be less time in between each booth and less time at each one so you can visit more

They should let more people in to the YMCA section, more time on the booths and added more job options.

explain more and better careers

More hands on things and more time.

FOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD

I DONT KNOW

I DONT REALLY THINK THERE SHOULD BE MUCH MORE CHANGES TO THE EXPO.

MORE TIME AT THE EXPO AND MORE COMPANIES

THERE SHOULD BE MORE TIME AT EACH BOOTH AND HAVE MORE INTERACTIONS AT EACH BOOTH

IT SHOULD HAVE MORE GAMES AND FUN ACTIVITIES SO THAT MOST PEOPLE CAN GET A VISUAL OF 

WHAT THE WORKERS DO AT THERE JOB.

THERE SHOULD BE MORE THAN ONE BRANCH OF THE MILITARY

ask kids before the expo what they would like to see or do

I think that there should be nothing changed about the Academy Expo. It's perfect the way it is.

there should be water

nothing it was perfect the way it was

a music booth

The academy

nothing it was good

give us a little more time

more time at booths

They should try to input more careers.

More booths with more careers and much more time.

having more time to see almost every booth

nothing :)

We should get more time to do some of the activities because I didn't have enough time to do a couple that i 

wanted and it kind of sucked cause it was some stuff that I wanted to learn about.

Something that could be different next year is have more specific careers.



I think they should add more careers so that new freshman could have a variety of careers to look ,and/or choose 

when they go choose an academy come the following year.

more jobs in the expo

more career choices

the jobs

the time they get for every booth because i felt for some booths i needed more time.

that they should let us go to more booth

More food and cooler booths

Maybe a little bit more time like at least 15 minutes at each booth so that you can write more things about what 

you learned. You can also get more time to build things if you go to a booth like Engineering.

They should have things for people that want to become vets like the ones that wanna save animals and that 

want to bond with them.

That there should be more bamit booths

They should upgrade or expand and have food and much more time.

They should space the schools farther apart so theres not so many people

maybe add more booths...

nothing..

they should have more career choices for people to go to and let all the schools be together so people could see 

their friends from different schools

to be able to go inside the swat truck

have more stuff

Only a certain amount of people should be at each booth because they were to crowded.

The thing that should be different is that they should get more time there so they can see everything they will like 

The expo should allow people to visit more booths.

consessions

More time, getting to wander, more careers, less uninteresting careers. More hands-on activities.

The presentation of the people talking to us because some of them seemed like they didn't want to be there.

I wish that we had more time in the academy that we liked most. I felt that I did not have enough time to see other 

jobs in the HS academy to figure out what specific job I wanted. I wish we could've looked around each academy 

and gone to one booth at each one, and then based on what we liked, we could choose what academy to spend 

I definitely think I could've benefitted more from getting to visit more booths.

Maybe less time given when we are trying to find a booth.

I think they should let you spend more time in an academy your'e interested in.

The amount of time spent at each booth

Shorter time at each booth.

The expo was good how it was.

more passing time and more time to go to more booths

more booths and more hands on activities

Less crowded not on the turf because it gets into peoples shoes

Not so much time in between.

nothing it was fine the way it was

More time should be given.

I think the hosts should be more prepared as to keep us interested and busy for the entire time. Some booths 

would be done talking after 2 minutes had gone by and even if you liked that career, you got bored and didn't 

think as highly of that pathway.

they should let the students roam around more instead of slitting them up.

more hands on booths

The booth members should think more about the ideas they are going to talk about.

less time at booths to stop awkwardness

More stuff that people like. Like video game stuff, tech theatre stuff. More stuff with tech.

Chairs to sit down and water.

not so hot



my expo being there

nothing

They Should have water for kids to drink because i was thirsty a lot of the time. They should also give us more 

time for every academy. I guess they should have a limit to kids at a booth because on some it was really 

It should be chairs and water only because we walk all day around the expo. I was fun and it was very nice 

meeting you guys, thank you for your time.

Nothing is was perfectly set up.

they should have a doctor or different types of jobs that they didn't have at the expo.

they should let all of the freshman from different schools visit each other.

maybe have more booths some were really crowded

That there should be less people at one booth so that others get to try out other booths and so that it wont be too 

More engine and mechanical related careers.

nothing

More time 

Hands on activities  

Better information

nothing really it was all a good experience i wish i could go again.

make it so it is easier to find certain booths and not have as many people there at once so there is more room 

and there is no shoving for people to get where they need.

I liked everything so nothing should be changed really.

more prizes

Have a more time

idek

you should let people

more building booths

The sections for each booth should have been split in half. WHich then we would have been able to go to more 

booths and kids wouldn't just be wondering around. Most of the booths did not take the whole time.

more interesting careers

i think they should fill everything out the day before the expo an let the whole school day be the expo because it 

was not enough time

less time for us to visit more booths

they should have more detail.

nothing

I think they should label the job with the career for example Company Name (Software Developer) it would help 

much more. Also let people look at more booths maybe even have more booths.

There should be more time to visit booths and less time presenting

There should be no time restrictions, beacuse that was confusing to many people and some werent even paying 

attention to the time limits in general

The students should still have to visit each academy, but they should be able to stay at a booth longer if they 

wanted to. Plus, we shouldn't have to stay at a booth for a specific amount of time. Once they are finished talking 

and answering questions we should be able to move on to another one.

A wider range of jobs, less time at each booth, and hopefully more prepared booths (many of the people there did 

not know what to say for the remaining time or did not start a presentation at all.) Many booths were also missing 

and so the expo,to me, seemed very disorganized.

I feel like we should have been able to pick where we wanted to go. For an example,I want to be in the HS 

academy no matter what, but I was only given time to go to two of the booths there and that's it. I wasn't really 

interested in EMITT or BAMIT, so spending time in there didn't really interest me or help me choose my future 

to let students go to the academy that their are most intrested in. also to give them more time to go to other 

be able to see more booths

i feel like we need to have more freedom, no i am not saying being with other schools, but if i just roamed around 

more, i can take my time at the things i want at my own pace, and it would become enjoyable. maybe being with 

my friends as we can be together in the experience would be cool.



idk

There should be more time to look at more booths instead of 2. We got planning sheets that we filled out 

choosing which booths we would go to, but we didn't get to look at all of them, which disappointed me.

I think that they should expand the time spent at each academy. Also, I think that you should be able to visit more 

than two careers per academy.

TIME! I like that you basically got to choose what you went to but you only got such little time to do everything and 

see everything. Because when time was up you forced away from something that you were really interested in 

because you had to move on to another booth.

kids should be able to stay at whatever academy they wanted to go into and not be forced to go to the others

have people be more prepared

There should be more careers, interactive ones to say in the least. People seem to enjoy the interactive booths 

and had positive reviews for those booths. But I do have a slight criticism. A lot of people enjoyed the HS and 

HPS academies, but the majority of the groups were tired when going to BAMIT. Can you please change the 

look at careers i don't think about

You should be able to pick more than just 2 booths for one academy, because i felt i missed alot that would have 

better impacted my decisions for what i want to be in the future. They should make brochures or something that 

you can take with more info and maybe programs that you can join, like for the paramedic they gave me a 

the time set at booths

Nothing

Food samples 

Baking (cooking)

Offer water

More time at each booth

more time

Kids should go to all booths & see experience-more time.

More time to find another booth.

more time

More time

More jobs available.

They should give more time in each academy.  That way the students will visit more booths.

I don't know

More time at each booth

They should let you go to more booths

Nothing new I thought it was perfect.

I feel like the time should be changed. I think more time would some people to decide where they are going to go.

HAVE A VETERINARIAN BOOTH!!!

Students should be able to have more time at each booth.

They should have more activities (fun ones)

BAMIT could have more hands on stuff

It was too much people in one booth

more careers

I don't know

Theres a lunch area for students.

Look at different EXPO

Nothing

We need more time

Different booths

Nothing it was really nice.

More souvenirs

More time and more spots to go to

We should get more time between booths.

Give more time and more careers



More time

More time at each booth.

Have more time

Nothing

More time, more cool things.

Nothing

More time to explore career booths

More booths.

The booth's we went to

You should be able to visit 3 booths in each academy

Next year teachers should be more strict about students staying at the booths for the proper amount of time

They should have 5-7 minutes at booth, instead of 11.

Nothing

Nothing at all

More room

More booths

One thing that should be different there next year is a longer period of time because their were only 11 minutes 

Nothing

More time at the booths

More booths

Different booths

we should be given less time at each booths so we can visit more booth in each academy.

Give us a little more time at a booth

More time

More booths and different booths

Longer time to look at more.

That we should have food there

Nothing

More time

Nothing

Giving more time for booths in a certain academy.

Have more time in booths and have more booths of different careers.

More time on the booths.

We should have more time at the booths

Have more time in each Academy.

They should give you more time to be there. I wish I could have stayed longer.

More time

More time at each academy

More careers

They should add more careers.

I don't know

Add more career like computer programming

More time

Nothing

Have food and drinks

Different Academies

More booths. Give out food (hehe)

More time

Nothing

More time at the EXPO

More time

Different careers.



The thing that should be different next year should be a longer time at the expo to explore more booths.

Nothing everything was good.

nothing

More time

I don't think there was anything wrong with the Expo, I think they did very well.

Give us more time.

More time at each booth

Visit more booths/more time

No comment

You get to visit more than 2 booths

More booths

More careers

Nothing, it was perfect.

Longer time

Should be more organized.

nothing

Really anything that will be cooler than this one, this was a cool one though.

More jobs

Nothing

More hands on

The time

We should be able to stay there longer

The art paint draw door teacher

Nothing everything was good

I think that everything was perfect and nothing should be changed for next year

More time

race cars

Less time at the booths

More time

All schools should be together to talk more about it

that fine with me

More booths

There should be more time to visit more booths

Next year, the Expo should take all day. People should be able to go anywhere they like, how ever long they like. 

This would have many benefits rather than having restrictions.

Nothing

It was pretty good

We should interact with different people and schools.  Also we need more time.

Be with other schools more careers

More space

?

More time at the booth

More careers

More time & get to interact

I hope that next years Expo has more booths and more hands-on activities

Some of the careers

They should have more careers

nothing

more organized

We have more time to do stuff and the people speak up better

Food should be served

N/A



We need to be able to go to more than two booths

It is perfect how it is.

Less time

Set up times differently

More time

Have more career that interest people more.

A little less time spent at each booth

The booths should be different

Nothing it was all good.

No loud noises!

food

We should get more transition time

Add more time

food

More time in the academies

nothing

Nothing

More time and places to go.

more time and food

The time

More time at each expo

More time so that more booths can be visited.

Nothing

We should get more time

More things

Time to do more booths

They don't need to show kids how to give birth.

Time

Longer time at the booths. wanted to know more.

MORE CAREERS

Nothing

The time

They should have different schools together

More Emit stuff

More time

Maybe more interesting booths that let you do an activity

more space for booths

Nothing everything was great

More time at the booths

It should be longer

More time and more activities and hands on learning activities

You should be able to do more

Talk to more girls

more time to do more stations

Nothing

More tech booths

Some drinks and snacks

I will know what academy I want to choose

Time spent at booths, at least two minutes longer

The amount of space.

having more stuff about veteranies

more careers



they should have more things for BAMIT

There should be more spaces because it was a bit crowded.

more booths

more jobs

More careers

More time so that you can see more booths

we should get more time to visit the booths.

Appliance of more business booths

More HS booths

Give us more time to learn about the job

More time at exploring

Nothing it was perfect

more booths and activities

No timing on the amount of minutes you spend on a booth

nothing

nothing wish there was more time.


